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The rapid growth in the number of Internet of Things (IoT) systems and their increasing use in safety-critical
domains has led to the need for an evolution of development methods. Model-Driven Development (MDD)
approaches have been used in software engineering to reduce development time and minimise errors in
implemented systems. This paper introduces a novel Model-Driven Development (MDD) approach for Internet
of Things (IoT) systems which considers interactivity from the perspective of both users and IoT components.
A real-world example is presented to explain the motivation for the work and demonstrate the benefits and
use of lightweight interactive system models adapted for the design and development of IoT systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The continued evolution and maturing of internet connected devices contributing to the Internet
of Things (IoT), along with rapid expansion of proposed use-cases has led to an increasing number
of IoT systems being used in a variety of ways. Worldwide, the number of IoT connected devices
is projected to increase to 43 billion by 2023, an almost threefold increase from 2018 [22]. From
large-scale smart-cities and environments [30], such as connected factories [20], smart-homes [4]
etc. to individual home appliances and personal items, new solutions and systems are entering the
market at a rapid rate. The domains of IoT systems are similarly diverse, but increasingly include
areas which can be considered safety-critical, such as within medical settings [3]. Design and
development methods for IoT systems, therefore, must similarly evolve to keep up with rapidly-
changing technologies and use-cases.
IoT systems are made up of heterogeneous components and typically involve both streaming

and static data. The implementation of these systems will often make use of different programming
languages to deal with hardware and low-level communication requirements, cloud services and
web or mobile applications. One of the many challenges of developing large-scale IoT systems is the
co-ordination of the different parts (both hardware and software), along with ensuring the data-flow
and functionality is correctly supported. While the focus of much of the IoT research community is
on these hard technical challenges, there is another aspect which is equally important, and that is
of the user and use. IoT systems may require complex set-up and configuration in order to work
effectively, so ensuring the user experience aspects of this are fully considered is crucial. While we
may expect users of ‘standard’ interactive systems to have a consistent interface for interactions
(albeit this may switch between different modalities such as mobile, desktop etc.) in IoT systems
they may be interacting not only with traditional web and mobile interfaces, but also via different
interaction modalities (haptic, auditory, voice etc.) through increasingly diverse hardware.
Model-Driven Development (MDD) approaches are used in software engineering to assist de-

velopers in creating applications. MDD uses models of a system which adhere to the system
requirements that can be used in a number of different ways, from verifying behaviour to generat-
ing code. The primary benefit of MDD is that it reduces time costs in the development process as a
result of fewer errors in the implemented system. Depending on the models used in the process,
verification and validation (v&v) techniques may also be incorporated to ensure that systems meet
their requirements, incorporate safety properties and behave as expected. With regards to IoT
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applications, MDD techniques are used to help address the many complex and diverse challenges
that designing and implementing these systems brings.
In this paper we present a MDD approach for IoT systems which focuses on their interactive

aspects and their use as interactive systems. The usual HCI considerations of system development are
extended due to the heterogeneous nature of IoT. Novel interaction methods, such as indirect inputs
and outputs from wearable technology, supplement direct interactions from users, while multiple
interfaces provide access to different parts of the system.Mobile devices andweb applications, which
provide data visualisations or real-time information, allow users to interact in traditional ways,
while internet-connected smart devices provide functionality which produces tangible feedback or
impacts the users’ environment directly. Rather than considering the user as someone who acts
upon the system, the users are rather an integrated part of an IoT system, which may also act
upon them and the environment they inhabit. This adds complexity to the development of IoT
systems and on understanding the human considerations of use. However, it also allows for the
abstraction of all parts of the system (including users) from the perspective of their interactive
capabilities - what inputs can they provide, what outputs can they process. This abstraction enables
a model-driven approach which focuses on interactivity and interactions of the system to ensure
all parts can correctly contribute to the total required behaviour of the system.

We start by identifying common challenges for IoT and outline how models and MDD have been
applied to these. We then introduce a real-world example to show how the use of interactive system
models can be used to support the design and development process for IoT. Following the example
we discuss some of the implications of the work presented and end with concluding remarks.

2 RELATEDWORK
The use of modelling for the design and development of IoT systems is not a new concept and there
are a number of different approaches in use. These approaches typically follow a model-driven
development (MDD) structure in which the models are used to describe the requirements of a
system. The models are then used to generate code and/or tests for the system to ensure it works
as expected. In particular, communication between system components and interactivity of the
‘things’ must be managed in addition to end user interactions. This presents unique challenges
when compared to traditional MDD which relies on an expected hardware and standard protocols.
In this section we describe MDD approaches which focus on engineering IoT systems and their
interactivity.

2.1 Closed Environments
In MDD for IoT applications closed environments are popular as they making code generation
easier. There are different ways to achieve this but this usually includes using a pre-defined set of
sensors and actuators running on, or being processed by, a common operating system. For example,
ContikiOS1 is one of many operating systems developed for IoT devices. Asici et al. describe a
ContikiOS-based model-driven engineering approach for RaspberryPi2 devices [8]. This approach
uses extended meta-models to describe the relations between components of the system, which
defines the interactivity between those different components. The models are translated into Petri
Nets which allows them to use the models for code generation and verification.

In [25] cMoflon, a tool that generates embedded C code for ContikiOS wireless sensor networks,
is proposed. The focus is explicitly on communication between sensors using topologies (a model
usually used for describing networks) and state charts which are described using story-driven

1See https://www.contiki-ng.org/ (last accessed April 2023)
2See https://www.raspberrypi.org/ (last accessed April 2023)
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modelling [32]. Similarly, Ammar et al. describe a Systems Modelling Language (SysML) approach
for developing IoT applications using ContikiOS [6]. SysML is a semi-formal modelling language
which describes a system’s framework and architecture; it was created as an extension of the
Unified Modelling Language (UML). Ammar et al. use SysML to simulate wireless sensor networks.
Instead of code generation, these are translated to state charts for v&v of communication between
sensors.

While working in closed environments assists in simplifying MDD approaches for IoT systems,
modelling techniques used for closed environments are only applicable to the devices within that
closed environment. The examples given above are only applicable to devices running ContikiOS
software and do not extend to other operating systems (such as TinyOS3 or Windows IoT4).
Furthermore, the use of closed environments reduces flexibility of approaches as it limits developers
to a specific set of devices and programming languages.

2.2 Open Environments
In contrast to closed environments, an open environment describes IoT systems which do not
adhere to one type of hardware, protocol or programming language. This introduces new chal-
lenges as systems must be designed with flexibility of hardware in mind. We cannot guarantee
which hardware components will make up a system, thus code generation becomes more complex.
For example, Agrawal et al. demonstrate using Raspberry Pi and Arudino technology to build a
smart drip irrigation system [2]. The project describes the challenges of connecting these devices,
demonstrating the low-level hardware considerations developers must make when working in
open environments.

In order to manage interoperability between devices, MDD approaches for IoT systems in open
environments describe models at a different level of abstraction by defining models based on
their software architecture. For example, Domain-Specific Modelling Languages (DSML) are often
used in architecture-focused approaches. They enable descriptions of the software architecture
of an application which enables reasoning about the different parts and communication needs of
the system. Existing literature shows a common approach used is to extend UML when defining
a new DSML for IoT. Examples include: The Interaction Flow Modelling Language (IFML)5 for
modelling the front-end and behaviours of systems; ThingML6 for the design and implementation
of distributed systems; and SysML7 for describing frameworks and architecture. We describe each
of these DSMLs next and give examples of their use with IoT.
IFML builds on UML, which allows developers to make use of content and process models,

sequence diagrams etc. Unique to IFML is the ability to describe user interactions, these interactions
follow an event-based approach for describing the tasks an end-user may wish to carry out using a
system. Using IFML, Brambilla et al. describe a MDD approach for creating user interfaces of IoT
applications [16]. User interactions are described as events depending on the actions the user may
take, for example, a “Press” or “Long Press” on a touch screen. Similarly, they use an extension of
IFML which allows them to describe events between IoT devices (e.g. request or push data), thus
creating a single process for describing the IoT system and user interface. This allows the use of
established design patterns to ensure best practice for the user interface and data synchronisation
of the systems created.

3See http://www.tinyos.net/ (last accessed April 2023)
4See https://developer.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/iot/ (last accessed April 2023)
5See https://www.ifml.org/ (last accessed April 2023)
6See https://github.com/TelluIoT/ThingML (last accessed April 2023)
7See https://sysml.org/ (last accessed April 2023)
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SysML is a semi-formal modelling language created as an extension of UML, which allows
developers to describe system frameworks and architecture. Kotronis et al. use SysML as the basis
of a model driven approach which focuses on the criticality requirements of smart health systems
[26]. Using SysML they are able to define the critical properties of the system (such as safety critical
or mission critical) and then use this to update the system design and ensure required properties
are included.

There are also several techniques which use formal modelling methods as the basis for a DSML.
In [37] Finite State Machines (FSM) are used to describe how components of the IoT application
interact to form the basis of a model-driven development technique. The aim in using FSMs is to
allow for rapid prototyping of different components in the overall system. In contrast, in [5] the
authors describe a v&v technique using state charts. Their focus is on safety properties of the IoT
application, building on techniques previously established in the embedded systems area. Each of
these techniques demonstrate ways in which to verify and validate IoT applications.
IoT applications handle large quantities of data, some of which can be sensitive in nature (e.g.

personal data of end-users). As a result, data and privacy concerns represent a significant challenge
in IoT development, especially when we consider interactivity, such as how users input data
and what is output, and to who. In [18] the authors describe a framework which allows data
to be managed as a service. They use a meta-modelling approach which defines how data can
be accessed and modified depending on stakeholder type. For instance, in healthcare settings,
patients are treated differently to healthcare professionals as they have differing requirements. A
healthcare professional may need to access multiple patient information while a patient should
only be able to access their own information. Their approach allows for data analysis to ensure the
correct relationships are present in the system, such that data is communicated correctly between
system components and end users and access control for different types of users can be handled
appropriately.
Ardito et al. describe an approach for building Smart Interactive Experiences (SIEs), examples

include interactive museum or educational experiences, using IoT devices [7]. Their approach
incorporates a user-defined semantics, working within an open environment, to allow domain
experts to configure IoT devices accordingly. The tangible approach they take allows the subject
domain experts to describe the interactivity their system needs, assisting developers to understand
the end users’ goals. While they do not take a MDD approach, their semantics are useful in
understanding the interactivity required between the IoT application and end users.

2.3 Summary
In this sectionwe have exploredMDD for IoT in relation to interactivity between system components
and end users. We have highlighted the differences between open and closed environments. In
particular, closed environments make code generation easier as we can work with an expected
set of components, meanwhile, open environments take a software architecture approach as the
hardware is not guaranteed to be using the same language or operating system. The majority of the
approaches above describe MDD approaches which focus on interactivity between components or
end users but not both. In the next section we introduce an example which highlights the aspects
needed for modelling an IoT system as an interactive system. We then describe our chosen approach
and demonstrate it by way of the example.

3 EXAMPLE
Here we introduce an example, based on a real-world project, which uses wearable technology
to monitor workers for safety purposes. The system consists of several different components
and applications and was designed in conjunction with workers and stakeholders, following a

, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article . Publication date: May 2023.
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user-centred design process. The user-centred nature of the development and the focus of the
initial project requirements meant that the design-team primarily considered the system under
development as an interactive system (albeit with multiple heterogeneous components) rather than
an IoT system. This influenced the choice of modelling solutions, as discussed later. The system
was developed and implemented by six teams working remotely from each other. Each of the
teams worked with a sub-section of the requirements to focus on their part of the development,
but also needed to ensure integration and consistency of all interactive parts of the system and
interactions between the components shown in figure 1. This provided the motivation for adopting
a model-based approach, to ensure the teams could work independently but with a well-defined
description of the full solution. It also dictated the types of models chosen as the focus was on
ensuring that the teams could manage the interactions correctly. We use this example to show how
our modelling process can guide the separate development teams and also provide a high level
view of the whole system which allows for validation that the component parts and their users can
achieve the required goals (given in the initial requirements).

The components of this IoT project are shown in figure 1.

Fig. 1. Components of the Worker Monitoring Project

Each of the labelled components in figure 1 was developed by a separate team (6 teams A - F)
alongside a seventh team working solely on the streaming data analysis methods (team G). For each
of the component parts the teams needed to manage the data-flow, shown in the logical data-flow
diagram in Figure 2 and consider their integration into the full system. Each team started with
a high-level understanding of the requirements of their part of the system development, which
included the data-flow diagram and the component descriptions given next.
Sensors: Capture data from the workers and the environment and provide the data to any services
that process the data, which for this example are the edge computing service and the processing
unit service. For each type of data that is collected there should be a corresponding behaviour
to send the data to the respective services. The sensor data consists of biometric data collected
from the workers (id, heart-rate, galvanic skin response, activity, location) and environmental data
(ambient temperature, humidity, location).

, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article . Publication date: May 2023.
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Fig. 2. Logical DFD for the Worker Monitoring Application

Actuators: Provide outputs based on triggers received from the edge computing service and the
processing unit service. These include lights and vibrations on the workers’ wearable technology.
Processing Unit Service: The processing unit collects data that is streamed from the sensors. It
performs functions to check the data, generate any immediate feedback to the edge computing
devices, actuators and mobile application, as well as sending all of the streamed data to the cloud
processing service.
Cloud Service: The cloud service receives data from the onsite processing unit service. It performs
functions to generate graphs and visualisations from the data over time, which is stored and used
by the web application.
Edge Computing Service: The edge computing service performs real-time checking of the
streaming data from the sensors, sends and receives data to/from the processing unit and provides
real-time alerts to the actuators.
Mobile Application: The mobile application provides emergency data about the workers to inform
supervisors and managers when intervention is required. It receives data from the processing unit
service.
Web Application: The web application provides data visualisation for the workers, families,
community and stakeholders to show health and alert status over time. It receives data from the
cloud processing service.
The goal of the modelling process we describe was to enable the developer teams to ensure

that the system being built met the requirements and provided correct functionality. While this is
challenging for any interactive system, for IoT systems the number of heterogeneous components
and sub-systems adds to the complexity. For each of the components of our example, shown in
Figure 1 we needed to ensure that they would behave and interact as required so that the total
system met the requirements. While we typically consider interactions between human users and
system interfaces, in IoT solutions which incorporate wearable technology we also want to consider
indirect interactions. As such, the data produced from the wearable technology and the outputs to
the wearable actuators can be considered in a similar manner as direct user input/output. This led
to the requirements for the modelling approach, which was adopted by each of the teams (and the
project coordinator) such that the following could be ensured:
(1) There are sensors for all required data.

, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article . Publication date: May 2023.
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(2) There are actuators for all required responses/outputs.
(3) The combination of all services allows for required handling of data.
(4) The data processing methods correctly analyse the data.
(5) The application provides the required functionality for the users.
These properties can be considered at different levels of abstraction, particularly with respect to

the data. For example, the worker and environmental data is streamed at different time intervals,
but for simplicity of the initial modelling time-related considerations were abstracted away and it
was assumed that transfer of data occurs as required. As the system was implemented and refined,
these lower-level requirements could then be addressed . In our descriptions in the rest of the paper
we will initially consider the functional behaviours of the system and how these interact with data
(collect, transmit, process, respond to, etc. as shown in Figure 2) rather than the detail of data types
and transmission protocols. We discuss this further in Section 6.

As we have discussed in Section 2 there are many different approaches that can be taken when
modelling IoT systems. Rather than create yet another modelling language or notation we instead
took a more pragmatic approach based on our consideration of IoT systems as a specialised subset
of interactive systems. This allows us to take an existing modelling approach used for interactive
systems and extend it to be useful for IoT systems.While this has similarities to theDSML approaches
described in Section 2, it takes advantage of the fact that web and mobile applications, along with
cloud-based, fog and edge data-processing systems form a large part of IoT systems. The models we
propose are designed and well-suited to ensuring the correctness of functionality and interactivity
of such applications and can be easily extended to consider additional components such as sensors
and actuators. In the next section we will demonstrate how the existing modelling approach can be
extended to support the additional requirements related to the IoT components in order to satisfy
the properties above.

4 MODELLING PROCESS
We build on an existing approach used for modelling interactive systems, which is the Presentation
Model process [12]. Presentation Models (PModels) consist of four parts. The PModel describes
interactive components (widgets) of an application; the Presentation Interaction Model (PIM)
describes the availability of the behaviours of the application and gives formal semantics to the
interactive behaviours; the Presentation Model Relation (PMR) gives the formal semantics of
the functional behaviours by mapping them to operations in a formal specification; finally, a
formal specification describes the state and behaviours of the system. The four models can be used
independently or combined for a variety of purposes, including test-generation, model-checking
of safety properties, v&v etc. (see [15] for full details of this). PModels were created to describe
interactive systems in general, we specialise this for IoT to address the properties identified in the
previous section. While it is outside of the scope of this paper to repeat a full description of the
PModel process, we provide enough detail in what follows to explain how we extend the process
and how we use it for our purpose of reasoning about IoT systems.

In order to ensure the IoT systems meet all requirements, are consistent and complete (i.e. meet
the four criteria defined above), we will use the models to identify the following:

• The sensors capture the required data:
(1) Use the PModels to ensure we have the necessary sensors in the system for each type of

data.
• The actuators respond to the required data:
(2) Use the PModels to ensure we have the necessary actuators in the system for each type of

data.
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• The services correctly analyse the data:
(3) Use the PMR to find the specified operations related to sensor and actuator behaviours.
(4) Ensure the specified operations match data input/outputs to related sensor/actuator be-

haviours.
(5) Ensure the operations in the specification describe correct behaviour.
• The application provides the required functionality for the users:
(6) Confirm from the previous 5 steps that the required data inputs and outputs are available

for the user and the functions and services needed to provide functionality exist.
This is not the full process, we also need to test the UI and designs to ensure usability of the

system required for users to access and comprehend the data outputs. A description of some of
these activities for the example system can be found in [9, 19], but in this work we focus on the
modelling and use of models only.

We begin with a high-level description of the presentation model process and how it is used for
interactive systems. We then show how we can extend the approach in order to address the points
listed above.

4.1 Presentation Models for Interactive Systems
The presentation model process in its existing form enables us to describe any interactive system
[12]. We use the mobile application (‘E’ in figure 1) as an example to demonstrate this. Figure 3

Fig. 3. Worker Alert Mobile Application Prototype

shows a simplified prototype of the mobile application which provides information about the work
teams and individual workers. Once the manager has logged in they can select a work team to view
from the list of all teams. The team detail screen shows a list of all team members with an overview
of their details and fatigue status, selecting one of the team members provides a more detailed
view of that person’s details. If an alert is escalated (where a worker has ignored fatigue warnings
for a designated period of time) the mobile application generates the alert as shown in the first
screen of figure 3 and provides an audible alarm. The manager can clear the alarm page (which will
return them to whichever screen they were viewing previously), but if the worker statistics do not
improve the alert will continue to be re-issued.
The PModel for this prototype describes each of the screens separately (in a PModel) by way

of its interactive elements (widgets) and assigns names, categories (which, at the highest level
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describe whether the widget generates or responds to actions and behaviours) and behaviours to
each widget. For example, the first model below describes the screen used to select a team to view. It
consists of four widgets. The first is TeamList a drop-down list of all teams, when a team is selected
two behaviours occur. A system action is generated (denoted by prefix ‘S’) S SelectTeam and an
interactive action is generated (denoted by prefix ‘I’) I TeamView. Informally we understand that
selecting a team from the list navigates us to a new screen where the details of the selected team
are shown. The formal meaning of the ‘S’ and ‘I’ behaviours are given by the PMR and PIM below.
textitQuitButton is the control which allows the user to exit the application (quit or off buttons are
always labelled with the default behaviour ‘Quit’). The DateLabel displays the current date, as such
it responds to a system behaviour which provides the current date. Finally, the AlarmActivator
widget is described twice as it both responds to a behaviour (S Alert) which is the trigger for
the audible alarm as well as generates a behaviour which switches the device to the alarm screen
(I Alert). The remaining screens are described in a similar manner, where each widget is given its
associated category along with the behaviours generated or responded to by the widget.

TeamSelect is
TeamList, ActionControl, (S_SelectTeam, I_TeamView),
QuitButton, ActionControl, (Quit),
DateLabel, Responder, (S_CurrentDate),
AlarmSound, Responder, (S_Alert, I_Alert)

TeamView is
TeamName, Responder, (S_SelectTeam),
TeamData, Responder, (S_SelectTeam),
WorkerList, Responder, (S_SelectTeam),
WorkerList, ActionControl, (S_SelectWorker, I_WorkerView)
OKButton, ActionControl, (I_TeamSelect),
QuitButton, ActionControl, (Quit),
DateLabel, Responder, (S_CurrentDate)
AlarmActivator, Responder, (S_Alert)
AlarmActivator, ActionControl(I_Alert)

WorkerView is
WorkerName, Responder, (S_SelectWorker),
WorkerRole, Responder, (S_SelectWorker),
WorkerInfo, Responder, (S_SelectWorker),
OKButton, ActionControl, (I_TeamView),
QuitButton, ActionControl, (Quit),
DateLabel, Responder, (S_CurrentDate)
AlarmSound, Responder, (S_Alert, I_Alert)

Alert is
AlarmInfo, Responder, (S_Alarm),
OKButton, ActionControl, (I_TeamSelect, I_TeamView, I_WorkerView)
AlarmSound, Responder, (S_Alert)

The mobile application as a whole is described as the concatenation of the widget descriptions
(the semantics of PModels are a conservative extension of set theory), which is:

, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article . Publication date: May 2023.
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MobileApp is TeamSelect : TeamView : WorkerView : Alert

Fig. 4. Presentation Interaction Model

Figure 4 shows the PIM of the mobile application. Each state in the model represents a PModel
of the same name, and is therefore an abstraction of all of the behaviours described in the model.
Transitions between states represent the navigation between screens of the application and are
labelled with the I-behaviours that provide the navigation, hence, the PIM gives meaning to the
I-behaviours of the PModel by way of the transition diagram and show the availability of behaviours
to a user by way of the state transitions.

The final part of the model is the PMR, which for this example is as follows:

S SelectTeam ↦→ TeamDetailsOp
S SelectWorker ↦→ WorkerDetailsOp
S Alert ↦→ AlarmOp
S CurrentDate ↦→ DateOp

Each of the S-behaviours from the PModel are related to an operation in a formal specification of
the system. The formal specification describes the total state of the system and its operations (using
a suitable language such as Z, B, Alloy etc.). The PMR, therefore, gives meaning to the S-behaviours
through this relation.

The approach presented above is the standard use of PModels for interactive systems. In addition
to its use for a mobile application it could also be used for the web application (‘F’ in figure 1),
again this would be the standard use of PModels so we omit the description of this here. Of more
interest is how we might extend this to incorporate additional aspects present in our IoT solutions
(‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’ and ‘D’ in figure 1). Then we can consider how we can address the requirements for
the models given at the start of Section 4.

4.2 Extending the Modelling Approach for IoT
We now show how the existing modelling approach is extended to enable its use for IoT solutions.
This provides one of the contributions of this work, a light-weight modelling approach for IoT
solutions that supports the development of their heterogeneous parts in a consistent manner and
which ensures they interact correctly with each other as well as provide correct interactivity for
the user.
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Sensors and actuators in IoT solutions represent mechanisms of data collection, outputs and
user interactions (either directly through manipulation, or indirectly such as hearing or seeing an
output). As such, we can consider them in a similar manner to the widget descriptions given in
the PModel above. Rather than grouping them within interface windows or screens, we can group
them according to the structure of the solution. For our example we consider all of the sensors and
actuators (‘A’ in figure 1) together, as they are located in the same physical space, but we might
equally have components in different places that we might want to group separately. The choices
we make about such groupings will typically depend on the abstraction level of our models, our
consideration of the data (see later discussions) and the organisation of the development teams. We
describe the sensors and actuators using a PModel as follows:
Sensors is

WorkerSensor, Sensor, (S_WorkerData),
AlertOutput, Actuator, (S_Warning),
EnvironmentSensor, Sensor, (S_EnvData)

Fig. 5. Part of the Widget Category Hierarchy

Although we have labelled the components explicitly as sensors and actuators, we could similarly
abstract this to ActionControls and Responders (as in the the previous part of the example). In fact,
the categories that are used in PModels are described in a hierarchical tree structure, with the root
node being the most general ‘widget’ and leaf nodes being concrete instantiations of these within
the relevant code. Figure 5 shows where sensors and actuators are located within the hierarchy. It
is always possible to be more abstract by using the category of an ascendant (e.g. a sensor could be
described as an event generator) or less abstract by using the category of a descendant (e.g. a leaf
node below sensor could be a specific type of sensor, such as heart-rate monitor or a sensor defined
by a particular type of data). The ‘Sensor’ and ‘Actuator’ categories are used where there is a single
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source of data sensed or responded to, while ‘Sensor*’ and ‘Actuator*’ are used when there is more
than one type of data. As such, our sensors are more accurately described in the PModel as:
Sensors is

WorkerSensor, Sensor*, (S_WorkerData),
AlertOutput, Actuator, (S_Warning),
EnvironmentSensor, Sensor*, (S_EnvData)

Both the worker sensor and the environmental sensor collect multiple types of data, whereas the
actuator responds only to a single type of data (which is the warning).

The S-behaviours for the sensors and actuators relate to data which is collected, and subsequently
transferred, throughout the system. While the S-behaviours give a picture of how the data moves
through the system, they are abstract with respect to data type, temporal properties and transfer
protocols. We discuss this further later.
The cloud and edge services (‘C’ and ‘D’ in figure 1) can be treated in the same way the func-

tional core of an interactive system is treated in the PModel approach. This means that a formal
specification can be used to describe the system state and operations, and these can be added to
the PMR with associated S-behaviours from the models of sensors and actuators. In some cases,
of course, this might seem to be a heavyweight approach, especially for small, non safety-critical
services. We expect that a similar pragmatic approach is taken as in the wider PModel methodology,
whereby specification snippets and partial models are used as required rather than there being an
expectation that every part of the system is formally modelled. A wider discussion on the use of
lightweight formal methods can be found in articles such as [1, 24] etc. and the use of interactive
system models at different levels of abstraction and in various combinations is given in [15].

5 PRACTICAL APPLICATION
We now return to the motivation for creating the models, and using the workplace monitoring
example, demonstrate their use to ensure that the required properties hold. At the start of Section 4
we outlined the six steps needed to satisfy the high-level properties that we wanted to be certain
our system adheres to:
(1) Use the PModel to ensure we have the necessary sensors in the system for each type of data.
(2) Use the PModel to ensure we have the necessary actuators in the system for each type of

data.
(3) Use the PMR to find the specified operations related to sensor and actuator behaviours.
(4) Ensure the specified operations match data input/outputs to related sensor/actuator be-

haviours.
(5) Ensure the operations in the specification describe correct behaviour.
(6) Confirm from the previous 5 steps that the required data inputs and outputs are available for

the user and the functions and services needed to provide functionality exist.
In order to address these we do, of course, need the system requirements which typically form a

large part of the basis for the models. We describe relevant parts of these for our example (which
are a subset of the real-world example) as required to describe the process here.
Our first steps (1 and 2) require that we have necessary sensors and actuators for the required

data collection and expression. The workplace monitoring project requires that we collect two
distinct types of data: the workers’ personal biometric data and the environmental data that forms
the context for meaning of the biometric data. There are multiple components to each of these data
types (e.g. from the workers we collect heart-rate (HR), galvanic skin response (GSR), step counts
etc.), but for ease of description of process and simplicity we will group these together here into
two distinct data types - personal and environmental. Development team A worked on the sensors
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and actuators, supported by Team G who were responsible for streaming data handling and data
analysis algorithms. The model guided development team A and provides information to further
development teams (discussed below). Data output requires notification when alerts are raised. The
PModel for these sensors and actuators, as described in section 4 is:

Sensors is
WorkerSensor, Sensor*, (S_WorkerData),
AlertOutput, Actuator, (S_Warning),
EnvironmentSensor, Sensor*, (S_EnvData)

The model shows how the data from the worker sensors is managed into a single output (similarly
the environmental sensors) captured by the s-behaviour (S WorkerData) while the actuator must
respond to a single trigger, represented by S Warning. From this we can identify that there is a
sensor for each of the required (simplified) data collection types and an actuator for the data output
(alert).

Next we consider the behaviours associated with these sensors and actuators, i.e. what happens
to the data collected or what triggers the actuator (step 3). Again, we omit a description of how the
data collection triggers the action, as there may be a variety of different triggers (discussed later).
In the PModel above we have three S-behaviours, we use the PMR to identify which operations
describe these in the formal specification. We show the relevant part of this relation below:

S WorkerData ↦→ CalculateRiskOp
S Warning ↦→ AlertLevelOp
S EnvData ↦→ CalculateRiskOp

To satisfy step 4, we must ensure that for each of the related operations in the specification the data
dependencies (required inputs and outputs to operations) are met. Note, we are not considering
correctness of behaviour here (see later step for this), rather we are ensuring that the data flow
shown in Figure 2 is correctly implemented. Different specification languages define inputs and
outputs to operations in different ways. As the specification for this example is written using the Z
language, we show how we manage the dependencies in Z. In general, the requirement for related
s-behaviours in the PMR is as follows:

S SensorAction ↦→ DataConsumingOperation
S ActuatorAction ↦→ DataProducingOperation

S SensorAction is any s-behaviour of a widget under the sensor category and S ActuatorAction
is any s-behaviour of a widget under the actuator category. A ‘DataConsumingOperation’ is a Z
operation with a defined input, e.g.

ΔDCOperation
𝛿System
i? : DATA

Predicate

In Z, the convention is to decorate inputs to an operation using the ‘?’ symbol after the name.
Similarly, a ‘DataProducingOperation’ is a Z operation with a defined output, e.g.
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ΔDPOperation
𝛿System
o! : DATA

Predicate

Where by convention the ‘!’ symbol is used after the name of an output of the operation.
For the operations defined in the PMR snippet above, we therefore check that CalculateRiskOp is a

data consuming operation and AlertLevelOp is a data producing operation. Given the following spec-
ifications for these operations (again these have been simplified for the purpose of demonstration),
we are satisfied that this step is correct.

ΔCalculateRiskOp
𝛿System
pd? : DATA
cd? : DATA

detail of operation calculation omitted

ΔAlertLevelOp
𝛿System
alert! : DATA

riskLevel = High ∧ alert! = True

In the description of CalculateRiskOp the two data inputs, pd? and cd? represent the personal
and contextual data from the sensors (we omit the detail of the data processing calculations). In
AlertLevelOp when the riskLevel observation (which is one of the System properties) has a value of
High, then the output alert! has a corresponding value of True.
Step 5 concerns the behaviours of the specified operations. Numerous examples exist in the

literature discussing model-checking of formal specifications of interactive systems (see [17, 27, 35],
so here we describe the process at a high level only. The formal specification describes all of the
possible states of the system and the operations that change that state. Initial model-checking can
be performed to ensure there are no deadlocks or live-locks in the model (specification) and that
any invariants included hold true in all states. For our example, using a specification written in
Z, we use the ProZ plugin for ProB, an animator and model-checker for the B language 8. Where
the operations have parameter boundaries we might also define predicates relating to behaviours,
which can also be checked in ProB using linear temporal logic (a detailed examination of the use
of this method for safety-critical systems can be found in [13]). For example, the CalculateRiskOp
receives data from the workers and environment and determines the current level of risk, we use
model-checking to ensure the behaviour of this operation is correct, particularly that it cannot
identify ‘no risk’ in any safety-critical situation or generate false positives for identified risk that
lead to incorrect alerts. Alerts are escalated through the system based on a number of criteria,
including where existing alerts are in place and risk is still being identified. Again, the model can be
checked to ensure the correct parts of the system are notified when these escalations occur. For the
data visualisation components of the system the properties we want to check in the model relate
to privacy controls and sharing of data. This also enables us to ensure outputs from operations

8https://prob.hhu.de/ (last accessed April 2023)
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(the observations marked with a ! in the Z specification) will be correct, and map properly to the
actuators or other outputs of the system (step 6).

In addition to the steps described above which use the models to support the development teams
in designing and building parts of the system correctly, there are, of course, further steps. Once
the individual parts of the system were implemented these were tested, using both model-based
testing (in a similar manner to methods described in [14, 33]) and user evaluations. A user-centred
process was followed to ensure that usability issues were adequately addressed for all outputs. In
the example, this meant considering the usability of not only the mobile and web applications (E
and F in figure 1) but also the actuators (part of A in figure 1) as these provide haptic and visual
feedback to the workers. For the mobile and web applications we performed usability evaluations,
which, for the workplace project, had to take into account the different end-user groups with
differing requirements. For example, when designing web applications to display personal data to
the users we had to find ways of ensuring that the data was displayed in meaningful ways for the
different stakeholders, and that privacy could be controlled by end-users who were not habitual
computer users. Evaluation of the haptic and visual feedback required a number of different studies,
to begin with we needed to explore suitability of different feedback mechanisms for use within an
outdoor hazardous work environment, and then further investigate their use with the workforce
(more information on this can be found in [9]). In general, the type of evaluation required will
depend on the nature of the data outputs, but these will not necessarily be restricted to GUIs.

6 DISCUSSION
In Section 2 we discussed how different modelling techniques can be used to support design and
creation of IoT applications. We assume an open approach, this is based on our experiences from
the presented example, where we found that a mixture of off the shelf and bespoke hardware was
required, as well as a variety of cloud and web services. As we have discussed earlier, such an
approach introduced complexities with respect to the communication between the heterogeneous
components of the system. We do not attempt to solve or address such problems with our models,
rather we focus on the interactivity from the perspective of data flow and user requirements,
which is one way to consider the aspect of interoperability. The lightweight nature of our models
(although underpinned by formal semantics) naturally lends itself to flexibility, as it is easy to adapt
and extend the models to different types of IoT components and sub-systems. Our approach also
assumes the use of partial models and the use of formality only where required (as opposed to
end-end modelling of all parts) which adds to the flexibility of use.
Data security and privacy are important concerns for IoT developers. The example we have

presented relies on collection of personal data from workers, as well as commercially sensitive
data from work environments. As such there is a need for robust cyber-security to ensure the
data cannot be intercepted by malicious entities. Our models do not address these aspects as we
recognise that this requires a different focus from our own. In the example presented data security
was considered separately from the design and development aspects we have outlined in this work.
Similarly, data privacy and the use, ownership and data responsibilities formed a large part of
the example project, although these considerations have not been described in this paper. This
consisted of ensuring the correct data was collected and communicated between parts of the system,
and also that it was handled, displayed and stored in appropriate ways given the sensitive nature
of the personal data from the workers and commercial sensitivity of some of the environmental
data [10, 11]. At the present time this is the focus of ongoing work as we find ways of modelling
these data properties that are easy to use alongside our other modelling techniques. Our goal is
that these are also able to be used in similarly lightweight ways that allow us to focus only on
the parts considered most important. This supports our pragmatic approach that uses partial and
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sketchy models as necessary to reduce the overhead of the modelling work, whilst still capitalising
on their use in supporting development.

The work of Sequeiros et al., demonstrates the importance of modelling tools working in unison
for IoT applications in order to capture the behaviour of IoT, Cloud and Mobile systems [34]. They
cite a lack of a common framework between different models as a major challenge in security
modelling for IoT. While their focus is on security, we have similarly found that the heterogeneity of
IoT systems presents challenges when finding appropriate modelling solutions. We believe that in
our work we demonstrate that a focus on interactivity within the system is one way of addressing
such challenges while reducing workload for developers as they only need to understand one set of
models. In future we will explore how our interaction models may be used in a common framework
(as suggested by Sequieros) alongside other models which focus on the security and privacy aspects
for data.
As discussed in Section 4, PModels can be used as the basis for test-generation, however, they

are not currently used for code generation. The level of abstraction used in the models does not
currently provide enough information to generate code and the models were designed to support
reasoning at a higher level of abstraction. Furthermore, code generation for IoT systems, where
languages and hardware are typically heterogeneous, is a much harder problem when compared
with traditional interactive systems. While further work is required to add code generation process
to this approach, we can make use of the existing test generation process to ensure the final
application behaves as expected.
The contribution of our work has been to demonstrate how models developed for interactive

systems can be extended to support the development of IoT systems. While we have chosen a
particular set of models for this purpose, there are similar approaches which we believe could
be applied successfully in a similar manner. The work of Harrison et al. uses PVS to formally
describe interactive systems [23] this can be used in conjunction with front-end prototypes created
using the PVISio tool [29]. While the prototypes that can be developed are currently more suited
to traditional interactive systems, it might be possible to extend the approach in the manner we
have detailed to incorporate the sensors, actuators and other hardware that contributes to IoT
systems. For our work we have also considered the initial design of systems, but from an end-user
perspective using design and ideation cards [36], such as the Tiles toolkit [31] and Generonimos
[21]. This enables lightweight design ideas to be converted into partial models which can then be
used to support the development process further. Similarly, interaction models that focus on design
from user task perspectives [28] would be equally appropriate for the types of interactions needed
within IoT systems.

While we focus in this work on the mechanisms of interactivity, the human factors associated
with the use of such systems is equally important. The models we have extended, have been shown
in previous works, to support development of usability testing and to help identify usability issues
early on in the development process which gives us some assurance that we can extend these
benefits to IoT systems. However, the complexity of the types and methods of interaction provided
by IoT may require new ways of evaluating and supporting the human experience, which we do
not consider in this work.

7 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented a real-world IoT system and demonstrated how interactive system
models can be extended to support the development process. While there are many existing model-
based approaches that exist for IoT, these typically focus on the specific challenges, such as security,
communication, data privacy etc. Our contribution here is to show that we can also consider higher-
level design challenges to ensure all of the required interactivity between users, IoT components
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and the underlying processing and service parts of IoT systems is incorporated into their design.
By focusing on interactivity, we have demonstrated that we can use one set of models to describe
the web, mobile and IoT components of an application using a common modelling language. The
primary benefit of this is that it gives developers a single language to execute their design ideas,
allowing for a lightweight modelling approach while taking advantage of the v&v techniques
formal modelling provides. In future, this will allow us to explore automated model checking and
to build on this process for further MDD techniques for IoT applications.
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